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'Witty' and 'fun' are two descriptions that may never have been used to describe a dictionary, but applied them to this one. But it's not just a joke; it's just a joke. I learned a lot of browsing in this clever little book. —Richard H. Tyler, professor of behavioral science and economics at the University of Chicago Booth School
of Business; After a lot of laughter, I walked away with a less distorted view of reality. —Shane Parish, CEO of Farnam Street Mediajison Zweig, is a journalist known for his wise investment adviser. But he also has a wicked sense of humor, perfectly displayed in the Devil's Financial Dictionary. A fun ramp for those who
don't take themselves too seriously. —Michael J. Maobosin, Head of Global Financial Strategies, Credit Suisse; author of the equation of success and think twice warming, interesting, rude, and well-informed, Jason Zweig scores again. You laugh and cry and send prescriptions to your friends. —Charles D. Ellis, founder,
Greenwich Associates; author of Winner Loser?s Game: Timeless Strategies for Successful Einige Venture Word Funktionen können in Google Docs nicht angezeigt werden und werden bei Änderungen entferntDetails anzeiGenLetzte Änderungen anzeigen here are a few entries that taste the devil's financial dictionary,
My glossary of financial terms published by PublicAffairs in November 2015. Inspired by the masterpiece of Ambrose Bairs, the Devil's Dictionary, which the great American satirist published sporadically between 1881 and 1911, the book is supposed to make you laugh and learn at the same time. (See free versions of
Bierce text here or here.) Like Bierce's brilliantly pessimistic definitions, the explanations presented here shouldn't -- quite -- be taken as true literally. [contentblock id=1 img=html.png] AMPHIVENA, n. Also AMPHISBAENA. A mythic creature described in ancient and medieval best, amphivena has one end at the end of
one long neck and another at the end of a long tail - as though, in the words of Roman naturalist Pliny, one mouth had too little to drain all of its venom. It is often described as being able to move both back and forth, or to rock back and forth on its round stomach. Fortunately, Semfona often strikes in itself. The creature is
often portrayed with one end gnawing away at another, or intertwined with neck and tail in a dubious battle with each other. In the modern world, it is commonly referred to as an economist or a market forecaster. An ampione, at war with himself. From the book Best in a Religious Text in one of Hurley's manuscripts, from
about 1236 to 1250 at the British Library. AUDITOR, n. An accountant who may often verify a company's financial statements exactly as the company's management wants to provide. It's our job as auditors to do everything we do Ensure that a company's financial statements comply with GAAP, but not as police or
performance fraud detectors, said Seymour Billings, a partner in the Chicago office of accountancy firm Tinker Heide-Alter &amp; Barry. The word auditor, in Latin, means someone who hears. In English, openly means someone who also obeys. [contentblock id=1 img=html.png] Displays 1-30 starting your review of the
Naughty Financial Dictionary February 11, 2017 Rated Ian liked it this was very good. I was listening to Patrick Shawgensi's podcast interview with Jason Zweig and I thought it looked good. I also like Zweig's columns at the U.S. Department of Defense, so I got the book. I would say that the too much point of this woolly
book is waiting to beat the market. Whether through individual trading or trying to pick a winning fund manager, chances against the average investor are beating the market, but the money fund manager's high chances - plenty of it more than ti this was very good. I was listening to Patrick Shawgensi's podcast interview
with Jason Zweig and I thought it looked good. I also like Zweig's columns at the U.S. Department of Defense, so I got the book. I would say that the too much point of this woolly book is waiting to beat the market. Whether through individual trading or trying to pick a winning fund manager, chances against the average
investor are beating the market, but the money fund manager's high chances - plenty of it over time. Some of the definitions I enjoyed:- Potential conflict of interest: real conflict of interest- anomaly: an investment strategy that ponders higher returns than the market without obviously higher risks. Shortly after the results of
the anomalies are released, they start to do.-Contrarian: When markets fall apart, investors who call themselves opposed turn out to be co-ordicated.-ETF: Incapable of leaving well enough alone, Wall Street has taken a good idea of ETFs and wrapped them up until many have become a bad idea. Anyway, I think there
are a few themes. First, humans are more affected by the aversion to loss than the possibility of acquisition. So individual investors are likely to buy high and sell low. Second, Wall Street gets rich, but customers don't necessarily get rich. So be suspicious of anything you don't understand or cost a lot of money. ... Most of
February 25, 2016 Devdutt rated it was amazing Zweig's fun, sarcastic and honest and extensive knowledge along with creative images makes this dictionary a must-read for financial professionals - although it should be mandatory for anyone having anything to do with money. If you want to know why he called his
portfolio manager a sheep or a stupid day trader or a sophisticated Oxy Moron investor; Why it's only human-biased and why bias of sight may have nothing to do with rear protection; Why someb Zweig is fun, sarcastic and honest and has his extensive knowledge along with The images makes this dictionary a must-
read for financial professionals - although it should be compulsory for anyone having anything to do with money. If you want to know why he called his portfolio manager a sheep or a stupid day trader or a sophisticated Oxy Moron investor; Why it's only human-biased and why bias of sight may have nothing to do with
rear protection; Why someone should be stupid enough to be called EBITDA earns nonsense and how 1% of spending may be the single most important factor in wealth creation - read this book. People who work hard to make money don't work hard to invest it and instead hand it over to professionals with who have
conflicts of interest. This book gives you a head start in fact about investing by doing away with complex terms and euphemisms used by this full-time professional in TV and magazines. After reading this once, keep it available and use it frequently. ... Most of August 16, 2018 Ron rated it was an amazing thoughtful,
though pessimistic, discussion of a wide range of issues involved in investing his money with brokers and traders associated with Wall Street, the American financial industry. The main warning is to be aware that the real goal of brokers and traders is to maximize their costs and commisions, and their financial activity
should be calibrated to minimize the payment of those commisions and their costs by understanding their investments, buying to keep, trading minimally, and being able to t-thinker, athough pessimistic, talk of a wide range of issues involved in investing their money with Brokers and traders associated with the Wall Street
American financial industry. The main warnings are to be aware that the real goal of brokers and traders is to maximize their costs and investments, and that his financial activity should be calibrated to minimize payments and costs by understanding individuals' investments, buying to hold, trading at least, and being able
to weather torpedoes and downs the price of financial instruments with an eye on long-term increases in value. Frame as a dictionary, with icy realism of the dictionary definitions of Devil Bierce in mind. Read as sleep time reading, for which it was ideal, with short but pithy inputs and pointing out pessimistic examples of



the use of terminology defined by self-serving members of the financial industry. I remember the author's clear-eyed understanding of the investment industry, and his equally clear-eyed assessment of the turbidity, ignorance and gail mentality of the majority of investors who, like brokers and sellers, focused more on
rapid turnover profits rather than slow, steady accumulation of wealth. Wealth, n. The quality available exclusively in the spirit and mind that most investors mistakenly believe can be best measured by the amount of money in their bank and brokerage accounts. ... More October 21, 2017 Cashinstinct Rating It Loved It
Difficult to Read They're funny and true, but I don't see how I can read such books from start to finish... You're not sure how I was going to read all the contents of the book. i couldnt finish it . December 19, 2019 Leandro Melendez rated its amazing Divertidisimo libro.... si es que se le puede llamar así pues en realidad si
es un diccionario. Pero cada termino esta definido con tanta certeza, ironía y humor! Definitivamente mi estilo de libro. Un plus grandisimo es que como simplemente son términos, es una lectura perfecta para el baño pues no lleva trama ni nada, uno puede entrar, estudiar un par de definiciones y listo. Obra de arte que
recomiendo no solo a gente con interés inversion sino a todo el mundo! January 20, 2017 Tom Hill rated it was amazing was an excellent source for anyone involved in the venture. With clever humor, Jason Zweig explains all the jargons used on Wall Street to soothe the unaware investor of his money. Anyone who
uses a financial adviser should read the book before they even sit down to discuss a financial plan. July 19, 2019 James Rated it really liked the book was really fun and fun for someone who knows the financial sector, a lot of sarcasm thrown around and easy to read October 22, 2017 Comment Rating It Was Amazing I
Love Jason Zweig's writing style. His relentless pessimism about the financial industry put it in perspective. He does not go through anyone's career or industry in an attempt to humorously criticize and point to the worst of an industry or profession. Being a financial journalist himself he has no shame in describing a
financial journalist as someone specializing in moving words about the market around on a screen or screen as long as they seem impressive, regardless of whether they mean anything. Not only is e books I love Jason Zweig's writing style. His relentless pessimism about the financial industry put it in perspective. He
does not go through anyone's career or industry in an attempt to humorously criticize and point to the worst of an industry or profession. Being a financial journalist himself he has no shame in describing a financial journalist as someone specializing in moving words about the market around on a screen or screen as long
as they seem impressive, regardless of whether they mean anything. Not only does the book have fun it serves to clear up confusion in a way no textbook will. His main idea is to warn investors that it is always in mind that whoever they choose to deal with take care of their interests first. ... Most of december 16, 2015
Kenneth Winward rated it really liked it the Naughty Financial Dictionary by Jason Zweig. Humorously at times, meaning to define moron, he said, See the trader of the day. Although a comic dictionary it is also detailed, it is derived in part from the Ambrose Bierce Satan dictionary and in part financial illeteracy, from
which much of the humor is derived. May 01, 2016 Khaleel Rated it liked a somewhat informative funny funny dictionary of financial terms (commonly used jargon and The important words one will hear in relation to finance and the stock market). I find it too funny or that informative but I come from a financial
background. Sarcasm gets a little boring. It's generally not bad but I didn't particularly enjoy it. Jul 20, 2015 Samuel rated it liked it's not at the level of Ambrose Bierce (author of the original Devil's Dictionary), but it's still an entertaining read. I find a lot of financial and economic information unpleasant, but I actually
learned a fair amount of bite-sized patches in this book. John Adamo rated it was amazing October 05, 2020 Jack Rated liked it February 22, 2016 Thomas Rated It Was Amazing October 09, 2016 Gary Vale Rated It Amazing September 14, 2016 TJZ Rated It Liked July 25, 2016 Sarah Rating It Was Amazing January
11, 2018 J Rating It Really Liked It June 06 , 2016 2016
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